
CORPORATE GIFTING
CHRISTMAS 2023

From $14.78 (Exc. GST) delivered
NZ-wide

https://smilebox.nz/


NO-FLUFF,
JUST GREAT
STUFF ABOUT
CHOOSING
SMILE BOX.
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9,900+ 5 STAR REVIEWS
Our fans keep telling us how
easy we make business gifting -
let us do the fiddly work!

SPEEDY DELIVERY
 Yip, our Postie gets your smiles
delivered in no time at all!

RAISE A SMILE
We’ve raised over $5,500 for local
charities with our Raise a Smile
charitable fund. 

PROMOTE YOUR BRAND
We can add your brand or chat
about any customisations you
want.

320+ BRANDS HELPED
Corporate sending 1'000s of boxes
or a small business sending 5? We
cater to all shapes and sizes.

Even the boss mucks 
in when its busy.



OUR GIFTS

Greeting card &
personalised message

All gifts include:

I'M AN INTERACTIVE PDF!
Click on the Smile Boxes for more details.

Our exclusive-to-the-festive-period range.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

$34.74
CHRISTMAS MAGIC

$26.04
FESTIVE CHEER

https://smilebox.nz/collections/smile-boxes/products/christmas-magic
https://smilebox.nz/collections/smile-boxes/products/festive-cheer


CHOOSE YOUR
GREETING CARD

Merry Christmas!Thanks for all yourhard work this year.
-Company name

Your
personalised
message goes
on the back!

Also 50+ non-Christmas related
designs to choose from...

SEND ENQUIRY

https://smilebox.nz/pages/corporate-christmas-gifting


SEND ENQUIRY
*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

$14.78
MINTIES MOMENT

$40.87
GLUTEN BE GONE

$48.69
JACK (DANIELS) IN A BOX

$34.74
DEATH BY DESSERT

$51.30
YAY NEW BABY

$52.08
CHEERS BEERS

BRAND NEW FOR 2023!
*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

$34.70
BEST PALS

$20.00
HUGS & KISSES

$33.91
BLOKES BOX

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/minties-moments
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/gluten-be-gone
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/jack-daniels-in-the-box
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/new-death-by-dessert
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/yay-new-baby
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/ltd-edition-cheers-dad
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/bestpals
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/hugs-kisses-xoxo
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/blokes-box


SEND ENQUIRY

$69.52
DOUBLE TROUBLE

$52.13
SPOIL HIM

*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

$52.13
WINE NOT

$48.69
NO JOKE BOURBON AND COKE

BRAND NEW FOR 2023!
(CONTINUED)

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/double-bubble-trouble
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/spoil-him
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/wine-not
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/no-joke-bourbon-n-coke


SEND ENQUIRY

$34.70
BEST PALS

$19.13
CHOCCY SMIRK

$20.00 
KIWI GOLD

$17.39
KISSES

$23.48
FUDGETASTIC

$49.57
PAMPER

$34.70
BUBBLES

$20.87
HEARTY KISSES

$34.70
BREWSKI

*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

$20.00
CUPPA TEA

THE CLASSIC SMILES

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/choccy-smirk
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/kiwi-gold
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/box-of-kisses
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/fudgetastic
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/pamper-her
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/bubbles-smile-box
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/hearty-kisses
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/brewski-smile-box
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/cuppa-tea


SEND ENQUIRY

$25.22 
GET BETTER

$16.52
SWEET AS

$22.61
FLOWER POWER

$19.13
COFFEE GRIN

$25.22
SUPER CHOC

$32.17
BRAIN BOOSTER

$23.48
BOX OF MAGIC

$33.91
MOVIE MUNCHIES

(CONTINUED)

*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

$48.70
GIN-UP

THE CLASSIC SMILES

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/get-better
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/sweet-as
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/flower-power
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/coffee-grin
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/super-choc
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/brain-booster
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/box-of-magic
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/movie-munchies
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/gin-up


SEND ENQUIRY

$30.43
LIL' BAILEYS

$46.96
WHISKEY TIPPLE

$42.61
GOODNESS ME

$20.00
PEANUT PICK

$84.35
MOET MOMENTS

$25.22
CREATIVE KIDS

(CONTINUED)

*PRICES ARE  EXCLUSIVE OF GST 

THE CLASSIC SMILES

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/lil-baileys
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/whisky-tipple
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/goodness-me
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/peanut-pick
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/moet-moments
https://smilebox.nz/collections/shop-all-page/products/creative-kids


OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Add an Instax or gift voucher to your box.

OR EXTRA TREATS!
Extra kisses, extra chocolate, extra cookies!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT?

If you’re not familiar with Smile Box we help out
businesses all the time by creating them special
individual boxes just for them - to help spread the
Smiles. So, if you’re not seeing what you want, 
just reach out and let us take the leg work away 
and create something just for you!



FAQ's
Do you deliver to individual addresses or in bulk?
Is that the toughest question you've got? Our delivery options are like eggs - we can do 'em scrambled, fried,
poached, benedicted...you get the picture.  Whether you want your smiles sent to a single business address,
multiple branch addresses or direct to the recipients' homes - we're easy, just tell us how you want it.

How do I provide order details such as delivery names and
addresses?
So simple! Let us know when you're ready to order and we'll get all the deets from you then.  We promise to
make it as easy as possible for you.

Can I order a mix of Smile Boxes?
Absolutely!  If you can think of it, we can do it.  Just tell us what you want (what you really really want).

Can I add branding / marketing to the Smile Boxes?
Sure! Let us know how you want it and our team will work their magic to make sure your brand or marketing
material yells its message loud and clear.

I want to customise the contents of a Smile Box for my
order. Can I do this?
Yes! In case you haven't figured it out yet - we're amazing.  Let us help you design the funnest Smile Box you
can (or a serious one if you really want).  Or ask us to do it for you but be careful - our in house Smile Box
designs are guaranteed to maximise smiles.

What size are the Smile Boxes?
Let's say 'dinky'  Our smaller boxes are approx. 13cm x 9cm x 3cm (WxDxH) and larger boxes approx. 18cm x
10cm x 7cm.   Want to supersize your Smile Boxes?  We have other sizes available and can do them as big or as
small as you want.

SEND ENQUIRY

https://smilebox.nz/pages/bulk-orders#form

